Engineering a World Class India
83 Sakhar Bhavan, 230 Nariman Pt, Mumbai 400021. Ph:91-22-61725200

VMS is a dynamic place for young, energetic persons with an appetite to learn and perform. The
opportunities are endless. Currently we have openings for the following positions. We invite you to
apply, if you share our passion for excellence. Do write to us with your detailed Curriculum Vitae
along with a brief note about yourself and where you see yourself in the next ten years. Pl also
share with us relevant experience certificates and recommendation letters alongwith degree
certificates including marksheets.

 Senior Structural Design Engineers with 6+ years exp.
Candidates must possess a post-graduate degree in structural engineering must have proven
competence for independent analysis and design of high-rise and large commercial RC buildings OR
industrial structures at a good structural engineering firm/robust experience. He/She must have
experience as a project manager on at least two projects and must possess leadership and
communication skills to lead a design team.
The candidate must be an independent thinker with a flair to learn new things quickly and fully
updated on latest analysis and design technologies. An MTech degree from an IIT/NIT or equiv
university will be an added asset.

 Junior Structural Design Engineers with 3+ years exp.
Candidates must have a post-graduate degree with at least 3 years experience in analysis and design
of RC/Steel buildings. They should be very thorough in analysis and design procedures on standard
structural engineering software (ETABS, SAFE, RCDC, SAP, STAAD –PRO) and must have skills in
validation of computer aided analysis and design. She/He must be excellent in structural
engineering fundamentals and be fully familiar with relevant BIS codes.
Emoluments will be commensurate with proven capacity and are comparable to the best in the
industry. Candidates may be required to undergo a competency test for both positions.
Apply by Emailing your detailed CV to vmsb@vakilmehtasheth.com

